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2 of 2 people found the following review helpful. What a turn around possible
spoilersBy NELLZOk the book started off with apple being this quiet girl from
the hood. Wanting to get out of poverty and trying to get the hustler cross. Ok
the writer made it seem that kola was the bad twin and apple-the quiet reserved
twin. Then the younger sisters got murder all because of a debt owed by apple's
naveity. You would think after what happen to Nichols this fool would stay away
from the same guy who did this.. No she actually started a relationship with said
guy and had the gall to be jealous of her sister who I like much better than this
fool. The book was good not an over the top novel, hated how apple character
was portrayed and then what she became after. I find myself hating apple each
and every page after she became so cold. The jealously between twin was
portrayed one sided and then when u finally read the book you realized that It
was apple who was the jealous one not Kola. Hoping that kola would just take
her out. Loved that kola was proven to be the Better twin and wiser twin.
Hoping part two is more about kola and cross than stupid apple.1 of 1 people
found the following review helpful. I received this book Thursday And Were
done Sunday only ...By Pretty JazzyI received this book Thursday And Were
done Sunday only because Christmas was Friday and didn't have time to read
lol. I could NOT put this book down! The more I read, it was getting Dead Real!
Omg, I should have ordered the whole series together. But I wanted to make
sure it was what it was despite the reviews and 5 star feedback. People can
think differently and interested in something totally different! Now that I know
how incredible this book is, I went ahead and order the rest! I can not wait until
they gets here! Nisa, you did that!0 of 0 people found the following review
helpful. typicalBy Critiques Cornergave this book 3 stars because i like the
author however this book was just like her other books " Cartier Cartel"
nothing but women who think there next come up is getting with a drug dealer
and living off his lifestyle. same storyline different characters. didnt even want
to read the other 3 books to this story because i don't it will be worth it.
There Can Only Be One Queen BeeYoung and beautiful, seventeen-year-old
Apple believes there's one thing she can do better than anyone -- herself. Her
selfish actions turn fatal in a New York minute when she gets tangled up with a
ruthless hustler. He wants his payment in blood with interest. Apple goes
undercover to try to clean up her mess, but the lines between vengeance and
reality begin to blur.Meanwhile, Apple's twin sister Kola is leading a fast life of
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